
waters of the oceans intermix with each other more
often than they intermix with the deep water masses
(the antarctic circumpolar currents do not facilitate
the surface-deep water exchange) ; (3) The Antarctic
Intermediate Water in this region has a radium con-
tent of 6 X 10- g/1, indicating its formation
through sinking and mixing of the Antarctic Surface
Water mainly with the Subantarctic Surface Water
rather than with the Deep Water (such relationship
is also borne out by the T-S data); (4) A resemblance
between the radium profiles and those of PO4—P
and NO:+NO—N taken at the same locations is
noted, hence a biologically controlled process for the
radium distribution cannot be dismissed.

There appears to be no significant difference in the
radium distribution across the Subtropical Conver-
gence. This is consistent with the observation of
Deacon (1937, p. 61) that a sharp convergence be-
tween the subantarctic and subtropical water is absent
south of Australia owing to smallness of the north-
ward and southward components of the two currents.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the Pc02 variations are re-
markably veIl mirrored by those of the dissolved oxy-
gen, and are in a more sensitive way indicative of the
oxidation of organic matter in the water column.
Also, surface Pco, values increase toward the south
polar region. This observation, coupled with the
rather sharp decrease toward the surface in the ver-
tical profiles taken from the circumpolar ring,
strongly suggests that, as a result of deep-water
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Figure 2. P. and dissolved oxygen data for four profiles along
an appropriate meridional direction. Variations in a remarkably

mirrored fashion are shown by the two parameters.

upwelling and intense vertical mixing, a considerable
amount of CO 2 eapvs to the atmosphere in the
Antarctic. Measurements of CO 2 , currently in prog-
ress, are expected to yield valuable information on the
degree of undersaturation of CaCO: in the often-
quoted "corrosive" Antarctic Bottom Water, as well
as on the possible downward transport of radium by
biological agents.

To date, 20 analyses give a uranium concentration
range of between 2.98 and 3.32 fkafl. When normal-
ized to salinity, virtually no variations have been
detected within the experimental error range of ± 2
percent. The U234/U238 activity ratios are 1.14±0.02.
These results in no way differ from our measurements
in other parts of the ocean. The uranium-series radio-
active disequilibrium relationships in the antarctic
waters are, in terms of activit y ratios. U 234 /U238= 1. 14,
Ra226/Usss < 0.1 Rasse/Th230 > 100.

In addition to the research outlined above, work is
under way or planned for barium measurements and
for interstitial water chemistry of sedimentary cores.
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Preliminary data indicate that there is a sharp
drop-off in the Ra228/Ra226 ratio of surface Indian
Ocean waters as one approaches Antarctica. A prob-
able explanation for this decrease is that the radium
introduced in the more northerly regions has been in
contact with continental materials more recently.
Hence, the isotope Ra 228 , with its 6.7-year half-life,
has had only a relatively short time to decay. As one
goes farther south, a larger component of the surface
water is derived from deep water. The Ra 228 of the
deep water, which has been removed from continental
material for a longer period of time, has decayed
almost completely.

A total of 21 surface sea-water samples were col-
lected on Cruises 35 and 37 of Eltanin along four
north-south traverses. When these analyses are com-
pleted (in about a year), insight may be gained into
the rates at which deep water mixes with surface
water in the Australia—New Zealand area of the ant-
arctic seas.
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